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These instructions must be read
thoroughly before installing or
operating speed reducers. File
instructions for future reference.

• For safe operation of any gear drive, all 
rotating shafts and auxiliary components 
must be shielded to conform with 
applicable safety standards. You must 
consider overall operational system safety 
at all times.

• When using a speed reducer to raise or 
lower a load, such as in hoisting 
applications, provision must be made for 
external braking. Under no conditions 
should a speed reducer be considered 
self-locking.

• Mounting of speed reducers in overhead 
positions may be hazardous. Use of 
external guides or supports is strongly 
recommended for overhead mounting.

Boston Gear speed reducers are
normally shipped without lubricant. They must
be filled to the proper level with the
recommended lubricant before operation.

5. Auxiliary drive components (such as 
sprockets, gears and pulleys) should be 
mounted on the shafts as close as possible
to the housing to minimize effects of over
hung loads. Avoid force fits that might 
damage bearings or gears.

6. Gear drives are nameplated for 1750 RPM 
Input Speed and Class I Service. For lower 
Input Speeds and other Service Class, refer 
to catalog rating information. 

7. Input Speeds of 1750 and lower are shown in 
catalog rating tables for speed reducing 
applications. This does not represent the 
maximum speed since speed limitation is 
based on pitching velocity and varies with 
size and ratio.

Instructions for Flanged Models
F600B (Quill Type Input)

1. Assemble the key to the motor shaft and coat 
the shaft with anti-seize compound. Insert the 
motor shaft into the reducer input shaft.

2. Rotate the motor into proper position and 
firmly secure to flange with four hex-head cap
screws.

General Instructions

1. Remove the protective coating on the shaft 
and/or flange. Use solvent if necessary.

2. Align all shafts accurately. Improper 
alignment can result in failure. Use of flexible 
couplings is recommended to compensate 
for slight misalignment.

3. When mounting, use maximum possible 
bolt size and secure reducer to a rigid 
foundation. Periodic inspection of all bolts 
is recommended.

4. Arrange the drain and breather plug per 
your mounting position as indicated on Page 
3. The breather plug should be located in the 
Fill position.



Recommended Lubricant
Synthetic lubricants are recommended for 600B
Series reducers, and at all times, the lubricant
must remain free from contamination. During the
initial break-in of the gear set, higher than normal
operating temperatures may result.

An initial oil change should be made after the first

1,500-hours of operation and at 5,000-hour
intervals thereafter. Relubrication should be
performed at shorter intervals if the reducer
operates in high ambient temperatures or
unusually contaminated environments.

For operating temperatures in excess of 225°F
special seal considerations may be necessary.

Recommended Ambient (Room) ISO Viscosity
Boston Gear

Lubricant Temperature Grade No.
Item Code
Quart

Klubersynth UH1 6-460 –30° to 225°F 460                            65159

Mobil SHC634 –30° to 225°F 320/460                        51493                

Frame Quarts per Mounting Position
Size 1 2 3 4 5

611C * * * * *
621B 0.37 0.74 0.53 0.58 1.06
631B 0.26 1.06 0.63 0.69 1.27
641B 0.95 2.01 1.48 2.22 2.22
651B 2.09 4.42 3.33 4.05 3.15
661B 3.38 7.71 6.34 6.13 8.03

612C/613C * * * * *
622B/623B 0.63 1.16 0.90 1.22 1.48
632B/633B 1.00 2.38 2.43 2.38 2.85
642B/643B 1.69 4.76 4.62 4.76 4.65
652B/653B 3.49 7.08 7.08 7.93 7.93
662B/663B 5.49 13.95 13.21 15.53 14.48

Frame Quarts per Mounting Position
Size 1 2 3 4 5

611CF * * * * *
621BF 0.37 0.74 0.53 0.58 1.06
631BF 0.26 1.06 0.63 0.69 1.27
641BF 0.95 2.01 1.48 2.22 2.22
651BF 2.09 4.42 3.33 4.05 3.15
661BF 3.38 7.71 6.34 6.13 8.03

612CF/613CF * * * * *
622BF/623BF 0.63 †† †† 1.22 1.48
632BF/633BF 1.00 †† †† 2.38 2.85
642BF/643BF 1.69 †† †† 4.76 4.65
652BF/653BF 3.49 †† †† 7.93 7.93
662BF/663BF 5.49 †† †† 15.53 14.48

† Oil capacities apply to non-flanged reducers as well.
* Prelubricated for life.
†† Use mounting position number 1. Cannot use on mounting positions 2 & 3.

Mounting of speed
reducers in overhead
positions may be
hazardous. Use of
external guides or
supports is strongly
recommended for
overhead mounting.
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Foot Mounted

Output Flange Mounted

Mounting positions are the same for multiple reduction units, and for non-flanged reducers.
F - Fill • - Oil Level, D - Drain.

* Positions 4 and 5, level should be 1/2" below top fill.

FOOT MOUNTED REDUCERS† OUTPUT FLANGE MOUNTED REDUCERS†

1 2 3 4* 5*  

1 2 3 4* 5*
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Warranty

Boston Gear warrants that products manufactured or sold by it shall be free
from defects in material and workmanship. Any products which shall within two
(2) years of delivery, be proved to the Company’s satisfaction to have been
defective at the time of delivery in these respects will be replaced or repaired by
the Company at its option. Freight is the responsibility of the customer. 
The Company’s liability under this limited warranty is limited to such
replacement or repair and it shall not be held liable in any form of action for
direct or consequential damages to property or person. The foregoing limited
warranty is expressly made in lieu of all other warranties whatsoever, express,
implied and statutory and including without limitation the implied warranties of
merchantability and fitness.

No employee, agent, distributor, or other person is authorized to give additional
warranties on behalf of Boston Gear, nor to assume for Boston Gear any other
liability in connection with any of its products, except an officer of Boston Gear
by a signed writing.
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